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When the target is received in the presenceof coherent noise resulting from a large number of
complex and randomly distributed scatterersinherent to the medium, the ability of the system
to diitinguish between the two types of signals often becomes the most crucial performance
consideration. Conventional techniques that are capable of suppressing time-varying
(incoherent) noise are generallynot effectivewhen the noise is time invariant (coherent). In
recent years, diversity techniques have been developed that allow the decorrelation ofthe
coherent noise term by altering either the transmitted frequency or the position of the
transducer. Although the diversity techniques provide some noise suppression when used in
conjunction with the conventional averaging algorithms, their potential benefits cannot be fully
expioited by such linear techniques alone. In the work presented here, a nonlinear detection
scheme based on the polarity of the spatially decorrelated signals is examined. The theoretical
and experimental results indicate that the polarity-thresholding algorithm provides target
enhancement that is far superior to the linear techniques previously used in spatial processing.
Furthermore, the paper examines the spatial decorrelation properties of the experimental data
to determine the desirable parameters for data acquisition and signal processing'
PACS numbers: 43.60.Gk, 43.35.2c

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, ultrasonic nondestructive testing
(NDT) has becomeone of the most predominant and popuIar methods of quality assurancefor a wide rangeof applications becauseofits feasibility, versatility, and efectiveness.
However, the quaiity of ultrasonic images is often severely
limited when the level of echoesfrom the surrounding unwanted reflectorsis comparableto or larger than that of the
target signal. Such background noise is not unique to any
specific system but plagues a diverse range of imaging and
detection applicationsinvolving radar, optics, sonar,and ultrasound. The backscattered signal from reffectors in the vicinity ofthe desired target is known as clutter in radar, grain
noise in material evaluation, and specklein tissue characterization and optics. This type of noise generally results from
randomly distributed scatterers that are small compared to
the transmitted wavelength and hence cannot be resolved.
However, the resulting interference pattern is often difficult
to distinguish from the desired target signal. Furthermore,
since the echoesfrom stationary scatterers exhibit no phase
or amplitude variation with time (i.e., coherent), they cannot be suppressedby time averaging. However, it is possible
to decorrelatethe clutter echoesby shifting either the transmitted frequency (i.e., frequency diversity) or the position
of the transmitter,/receiver (i.e., spatial diversity). The diversity techniques affect the target echoesto a much lesser
extent when the target size is significantly larger than clutter
causing scatterers,which generally is the case in practice.
Therefore, by varying the position or the frequency of the
transmitter, the clutter can be made to behave like time7ZB
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varying noise (uncorrelated) while the target echoesremain
virtually unchanged( correlated) . Consequently,processing
the resulting signalensemblecan improve the signal-to-noise
ratio. This fundamental principle was applied using conventional averaging techniques both in radarr-3 and ultrasonica'sapplications. In later work, two novel nonlinear algorithms were developed (i.e., minimization and
polarity-thresholding algorithms) and used in conjunction
with a spectral diversity technique known as split-spectrum
processing.-r2
The work presented here focuses on the application of
the polarity-thresholding algorithm to spatially decorrelated data. r3-ra The performance of the polarity-thresholding
algorithm is examined both theoretically and experimentally
relative to the linear averaging technique, which is widely
used in conventional spatial processing. The spatial data acquisition and signal-processingparameters are also analyzed
to optimize the performance of the algorithms for ultrasonic
nondestructive testing.and imaging of materials.
I. SIGNAL.PROCESSINGALGORITHMS
Grain echo decorrelation can be achievedby viewing the
target from diferent locations, which can be accomplished
by either physically shifting the transducer or employing an
array ofequally spaced iransducers. The objective is to obtain a set of decorrelated I scans with a minimal loss of
lateral resolution. The spatial processing algorithms can
achieve flaw enhancement by distinguishing and emphasizing the differences in the behavior ofthe grain and flaw echoes to shifts in the transducer location. When the defect of
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interest is much larger than the averagegrain size,a shift in
the transducerlocation by a fraction of the elementdiameter
will have a relatively minor affect on the flaw signal, but in a
resolution cell containing a large number of grains, the resultant grain interferencepattern can vary significantly. The
sensitivity ofgrain echoesto spatial shifts in the transducer
location will be determinedby many complex factors such as
transducerfrequency,beam pattern, scatteringand material
properties,attenuation,etc. Sincethe correlation betweenl
scansis proportional to the amount ofultrasonic beam overlap, the optimal spatial processingparameters will be governed by the frequency and geometrical properties of the
transducer (i.e., spacing,diameter, focal length, etc.).
If the spatial data consistof Nindividual I scanscorresponding to different but equally spaced locations on the
sample,eachwith M data points, the correspondingdata can
be representedby an.l{ XM matix whosecolumns consistof
spatially decorrelateddata corresponding to fixed time instants ( or sampledepth ) . The noise suppressionalgorithms
recombine or processthe data in each column to obtain an
enhancedflaw signal.r3'toThe conventional technique that
has been used in processingspatial data is known as linear
averaging (LA) where the output is obtained by determining the averagevalue of the spatial data in each column.
Therefore, the output ofLA can be defined as
t l r '

t , o ( t * .) : i

I

r,(/1),

(l)

ample, if the nonzero portion of the PT output is obtained by
averaging the spatial data, then .y(tr ) : lpr (t * ) as defined
byEq.(l).
The theoretical performance of these algorithms was
previously examined for spectral processing.rr-roIn the
spectral case,the derivation is basedon the assumption that
the decorrelated signalsare obtained by dividing the availbands with
able spectrum of ,B Hz into y'y'-nonoverlapped
(i.e.,
B/N). Therefore,in split-spectrumproequal widths
cessing,the number ofdecorrelated signalscan be increased
only at the expenseof reducing their bandwidths. By contrast, in spatial processing, decorrelation is achieved by
merely shifting the position of the transducer while maintaining the original bandwidth. Therefore,although the two
techniquesare similar in principle, the behavior of their performance curvesas a function of the number of windows.ly'is
markedly different. Furthermore, since the spatially decorrelated signalsmaintain the original bandwidth, spatial processingis less likely to result in any loss of resolution, provided that the data are acquired within a relatively small
spatial region. However, it should be noted, that in spatial
processing,the data correspondingto each spatial location
must be acquired and stored individually, which is more
time consuming and requireslarger computer memory than
spectral processing.
II. THEORETICAL PERFORMANCEOF ALGORITHMS

N,?,
The performance of the PT and LA algorithms will be
wherer,(t) is the receivedsignalfrom the fth transducer
based on the classical signal-to-noiseratio (SNR) definipositionand /o; k : 1,2,...,M arethediscretetime instants.
tions, with the assumption that the separationbetween the
In this paper,LA will primarily be usedas a referencefor
spatial locations is sufficiently large to yield independent
of thenonlinearpolarity-threshevaluatingtheperformance
grain echoes.This approachaffordsmathematicalsimplicity
olding (PT) algorithm.
without loss of generality. However, it should be noted that
The PT algorithm wasoriginally proposedfor spectral
in practice this condition may be relaxed to achieve larger
processing
and subsequently
usedin
ofultrasonicsignals12
number of spatial data. Although the theoreticalderivations
conjunctionwith the split-spectrumtechniquefor both flaw
presented here are basedon one-dimensional data for simpliThe PT algorithm is basedon the
detectionandimaging.13-16
city, the results are also directly applicableto imaging.
principle that, at time instantswherethe flaw signalis presSincethe receivedsignalr, ( t) is assumedto be a random
ent, the correspondingspatialdata will not exhibit any poprocess,its value at a particular time instant t : to will be a
larity reversalsincethe flaw will dominate the grain noise
random variable ri : ri ( lo ) . The SNR derivations are based
(i.e.,all the elementsof the correspondingcolumn will have
on the following hypothesis testing model, where the obserthe samepolarity). However,if the spatial data at time lo
vation time t : /o is assumedto coincide with the peak value
containsonly grainnoise,which is zeromean,thenit is likely
ofthe defect echo (when defect is present) so that the obthat the data will exhibit polarity reversal.Therefore,the
served signal may be represented as
grain noiselevel can be reducedsignificantlyby settingthe
amplitude of the processedsignal to zero at time instants
Hr: r,: rr1*n,, defect present,
(3)
where polarity reversaloccurswhile assigningthe valueof
Ho: r, : fl;1 flo defect,
the referencesignal [or someprocessedvalue for the data
r,(t); i: 1,2,...,,A[whenthe data has identicalpolarity. where ra is the peak value of the flaw echo, andn,; i : 1,2,...,
y'y'arethe independentand identically distributed (iid) zeroas
Hence,the PT output can be expressed
ln (t*)
( t G ) i f r t & ) > Oo r r , ( t r ) < 0 ,
I

: J for all i: 7,2,...,N,
I
10, otherwise,

Q)

where /o are discrete time instants with ft : 1,2,...,M and
/(ro ) is the value of the referencesignal corresponding to
one of the spatial data r, (t); i: 1,2,.,.,N or to their processedvalue obtained by an appropriate algorithm. For exJ. Acoust.Soc.Am.,Vol.87,No.2, February1990

mean Gaussian random variables representing the grain
noise component of the received signal from the fth transducer position. Sincethe noise terms n, arezero mean, their
standard deviation and rms values are identical.
The SNR for the receivedsignalsrt(t); i: 1,2,...,iy' is
defined as13

(SNR)l,: E fr,lF']/rmslr'lHol

G)

where,E[ ] and rms denotethe expectedand the root-meansquare values, respectively. The above SNR definition is
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basedon the magnitude ratio rather than the more conventional power ratio since,in ultrasonic applications,the magnitude terms are generally displayed. However' if the SNR
value in terms of power is desired, this can also be derived
similarly.'oFrom Eqs. (3) and (4), the SNRfor the received
sicnal can be determined as
1,Jrrir/

'

l, :

Elm*n,l

---'--7---:-

rms[n,]

:

-:

m

m

-

,IETrt

a

(s)

where rn is the peak signal amplitude and a is the standard
deviation of the noise terms.
The signal-to-noiseratio enhancement (SNRE) provides a measure of the improvement at the output of the
process with respect to the inPut:

(6)

SNRE : (SNR) 1",,/(SNR)li",

where (SNR)1,"is definedby Eq. (5) if the input to the
The SNREfor the PT andLA
processis r, (r); i : 1,2,...,.1V.
basedon Eqs.(3)-(6).
below
calculated
algorithms.are
algorithm
A. SNREfor the polarity-thresholding
The SNRat theoutputof thePT algorithmcanbedeterminedusingEq. (4) as
(7 )
SNRIPr : E lYrrlH ,l /tmslt.' |fl" ] ,
wherey is the output of the PT algorithm.The (SNR) lrr
Theposicanbecalculatedusingbasicprobabilityconcepts.
received
sigfor
the
probabilities
polarity
negative
tive and
respectively,
H,
are,
nal for hypothesis
Pr.: P(r;)0|flr) : P(n,) m)
I

:

,-n,rzd4n

fJfro J-^
I f^r-n'rzn4r:L+I "rrf t ) rgl
:I*
1Qv6 Jo

2

2

2

\,Eo /

and

: 1- Pa,:
Qn,: P(ri<o|ff,)
+ *r4-n),

(9)

) f '

| e-'' du.

( l0)

tlrr 'to

Similady, for hypothesis I/o, the positive and negative polarity probabilities are, respectively,
Pn,,: P(rr>Olr/o): P(nilO)

:

I

f' ,- n,rz;4n_ L
2
Jo
Jz'o

(ll)

and
(12)
4n,:l-Pn,,:l'
y'/
Sincethe data obtainedfrom the spatiallocationsat
fixedtime instantsareassumedto beindependent( i.e.,independenttrials) with fixedprobabilities(betweentrials), the
probabilitiesgoverningthe combinatorialoutcomesfor signal polarity, which is binary, can be determinedbasedon
Hence,the probabilitythat,at anyinstant
Bernoullitrials.17
730
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o,
1f;)PoQ*with binomial coefficient

(t3)

P*(k) :

//n

r/!

\lcl

k t ( N- k ) t '

where p and q - | - p are the probabilities of positive and
negative polarities, respectively, as defined above for hypotheses H, and flo. Therefore, from Bernoulli trials, it is
clear that there are only two possible ways polarity reversal
will not occur for the spatial data: when the try'signals are
or all negative [i.e.,
either all positive [i.e., P*(k:i/)]
(
8
)
, (9), and ( 13), the
P N ( k : 0 ) l . T h e r e f o r e f, r o m E q s .
probability of no polarity reuersal for hypothesis f/t can be
calculated as
P(NPRIH') : PN(k : N lH,) * PN&: Olf/r)

(l4)

:pf;,+tx

:f1*r..r/-)1"
12

2

\nEo))

*f+-+".'(,+)1"
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4

\\Jzo/J

Similarly,theprobabilityof no polarityreversalfor hypothesisI/o canbe calculatedfrom Eqs. ( I 1)-( l3 ):
P(NPRlflo) : Pu(k: /f lflo) + PNG:0lI1o)
:

(l/2)N I

Q/?)N

- 2 { r- N ) .

( 15)

Sincethe PT output is set to zeroat time instants where
the spatial data exhibit polarity reversal,the mean value of
the PT output will be equal to the mean value of the processesdata times the probability of no polarity reversal' Recall that, when there is no polarity reversal,the PT output is
determined by processingthe spatial data or by simply setting it equal to the reference signal value. Therefore, for hypothesisf1', the mean value of PT output becomes

E ftwlHrf : P(NPRl.ar)E
[vNp*I1l'],

wherethe error function is definedas

e r f( x ) : +

spatialdatawill exhib'
of time / : lo,ft out ofy'y'-independent
it positivepolarity canbe definedas

( 16)

spawhereE [-P***lfl, ] is the meanvalueof the processed
for
hySimilarly,
occurs.
potarity
reversal
no
*h.n
tial data
to
equal
will
be
PT
output
the
power
at
noise
the
pothesisl/o,
of
polarity
the
times
processed
data
(
of
the
rms
th" por""t
)
rms.
the
f/o,
hypothesis
for
Therefore,
reversal.
no polarity
valueof PT output becomes
rms[.yprlflo] : IP(NPRII/o;1'r2rms[/N"*l/r'o], (l7)
spawhererms [y*r* lllu] is the rms valueof the processed
from
Therefore,
occurs.
reversal
polarity
tial data o,hentto
Eqs.(7), ( l6), and ( l7), theSNR for PT becomes
(sNR)lPr
( l8)
: {p(NpRlr/, )/[P(NPRlffo)] '/t](sNR) lNpR,
whereP(NPRld,) and P(NPRII/') are definedby Eqs'
Note that (SNR)1,u"*will be
(14) and (15), respectively.
of
determinedby the choice processingperformedon the
spatialdatar, ( r ) whentheyexhibitno polarityreversal( i'e',
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suchasLA). Therefore,the SNRE
the SNR of the process,
for PT with respectto (SNR) l*"* becomes

(sNR)

.

lPr
(SNRE)lo-:L:
(sNR) INPR

P(NPRI11,
)
l P ( N P R l A o l)' / :

(l9)

Finally,from Eqs.( 14), ( l5), and ( l9), the SNREfor PT
canbe expressed
as
(SNRE)IPr

inputsnr=3

qtc 120
z
an
o

6 e o

inpulsu =2

,g

IA

_ [t + erf@tJ2o)]* + ft - erf(m/.Eo)l*

inpui str = I

tr/2
Z(N +

(20)
The (SNRE)1", with respectto the referencesignalr,(l)
can be found by multiplying Eq. (20) by the ratio
(SNR) lNpR,/(SNR)
is givenby
1,,wherethe denominator
Eq'(5).
B. SNREfor the linearaveragingalgorithm
The SNRE for LA can be derivedsimilarlyusingEqs.
( I ), (5), and (6). The SNR for LA is definedas
(SNR)lyo : E IlrolH,1Zrms[rr" lIlol.
Ql)
SinceLA is obtainedby averagingthe independentdata
from -|y'spatiallocationsas definedby Eq. ( 1), the SNR at
the output of LA becomes
/ 1

(sNR) ILA: E l :

N

I (m *'n,
\y'y',?r
m

o/,[N

,wm

v

u(+,
t
(11\

o

The SNRE for LA can be obtained from Eqs. (5) and (22)
AS

(SNRE)ILA: (SNR)ILAl(SNR)l, : .ff-,
Q3)
:
wherethe SNR for the receivedsignals(SNR) l, m/o as
definedin Eq. (5). Thus the SNRE achievedby linearly
averagingy'y'-independent
spatialdatawill beN I/2,which is a
(i.e.,
well-knownresult
the noiserms valuereducesby Ig rrz
whenN-independent
termsareaveraged).Note that, unlike
PT, the SNRE for LA doesnot dependon the value of the
input SNR.
C. Interpretation of the theoretical curves
It canbe seenfrom Eq. (20) and Fig. I that the signalto-noiseratio enhancementfor PT is a function of both the
number of independentsignalsy'fand the input SNR n/a.
For m/o> 0.9, the algorithm providesimprovementin the
output SNR for any N. For m/o40.5, the output SNR decreasesevenfor largey'/.For input SNR betweenthesevalues (i.e., 0.5<m/o<0.9), there is no improvementfor
small N values,but the SNRE improvesdramaticallyas y'y'
increases.
Although, for fixedN, the performanceof the PT
algorithm saturatesas the input SNR approaches3, significant improvementcan be obtainedat theseinput SNR values, provided a sufficientnumber of independentsamples
are availableas shown in Fig. 1. However,in practice,the
numberof independentsamplesr'f will be limited by the geometry and physicalparametersgoverningthe systemand
defect.
731
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FIG. L Plot of theoretical SNRE versus number of independentI scans.

In contrast to the above observations,SNRE for LA is
independent of the input SNR and provides a steady, but
relatively minor improvement with N, which can be seen
from Eq. (23).
III. CORRELATION COEFFICIENTFOB SPATIAL DATA
A. Data acquisition procedure and test samples
The data acquisition system used a 125-M}Jz LeCroy
9400 digital oscilloscope. The data are collected by moving
the transducer in a raster scan over a rectangular region of
the sample.A MASSCOMP MC-5500 computer is used to
control the data acquisition processand perform signal processing.The transducer moves in incremental stepsof equal
size and its motion is synchronizedby the computer. A 1/2in.-diam unfocused KB-Aerotech transducer of center frequency 5 MHz was used to collect the data. The sample was
immersed in a water bath and the measurementswere made
in the farfield of the transducer.The data were time averaged
60 times at each transducer position in order to reduce incoherent systemnoise prior to processing,resulting in slightly
higher input SNR. A sampling frequency of 50 MHz was
used to collect the data. The samples used are cylindrical
shaped, type 303 heat treated austenitic stainless steel with
average grain sizes ranging between 75 and 106 prm, which
were measured using the linear intercept method. The samples have been labeled SST25, SST50, and SST75, corresponding to their heat treatment temperaturesof 1325,1350,
and 1375'C, respectively.The target is a flat-bottomed hole
drilled perpendicular to the top of the sample with diameter
of 3.2 mm for the SST25sample and a diameter of 4.2 mm for
the SST50 and SST75 samples.Thus the hole has a diameter
larger than the ultrasonic wavelength (i.e.*l - I mm ), causing the flaw to behave as a geometric reflector. Since the
wavelength of the incident pulse is much larger than the
averagegrain size, the grains act as Rayleigh scatterers.
The spatial processinginvolves the combining of multiple neighboringI scansobtained from equidistant locations
within a specifiedregion called the spatialwindow. A typical
spatial window consistingof nine I scans (i.e., 3X3) is
shown in Fig. 2. The raw data used to obtain the processed
images comprise equally spaced parallel .B scans. Each B
scanconsistsof64 equally spacedI scanspositionedalong a
Bilgutay
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FIG. 2. Typical spatial window for B-scan processing.

B. Effect of spatialshift on data correlation
r8'rethe correlation betweenneighborIn previouswork,
ing I scanshas been investigatedboth theoretically and experimentally. The resultsshow that, in order to achievetotal
decorrelation, a translation distance of more than one transducer diameter is necessarybetween adjacentA scans.Since
this separationproducesa severelossoflateral resolution,in
practice I scanswith correlation coefficientsof p(0.2 are
generally consideredto be sufficiently decorrelatedfor processing.Taking this into consideration, Burckhardtre and
Gehlbach2ohave theoretically shown that translation distancesof | /2 and 1/ 3 of the transducer diameter, rgspectively, would provide sufficient decorrelation. Experimentally,
Trahey et al.zt predicted that a translation of approximately
4Q7o of the transducer aperture length would be sufficient.
Typical I scans of grain noise with and without the flaw
signal are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The correlation coefficient for two I scans was calculated using
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FIG. l. , scan rvith flaw echo embeddedin grain noise.
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straight line, each containing 512 points. Therefore, the unprocessed data consist of a matrix of equally spaced
(Ar: 0.305 mm) A scans which are processedto yield a
single.Bscan ( 64 X 512). The spatially decorrelatedI scans
within the spatial window are processed,and the resulting I
scan is recorded at the center ofthe window (the reference
point). Next, the spatial window is shifted by a single point
as illustrated by a 3 X 3 spatial window in Fig. 2, and the
algorithms are applied to the resulting data. The process is
repeated until a single compounded -B-scanimage results.
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FlG. 4. A scan corresponding to grain noise only.
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where.T andl are the mean amplitude valuesfor the two I
scans.
Figure 5 shows the decorrelation distancesfor stainless
steelsampleswith different grain sizes,where each plot represents the average correlation coefficient values corresponding to fiaw signal a grain noise (i.e., S * l/) and the
grain noiseonly cases.The plots correspond to data obtained
in the farfield using a l/2'in. (12.7-mm) diameter, unfocusedKB-Aerotech Alpha transducerwith centerfrequency
5 MHz. Although the target echo spansonly a single range
cell, it can be seen from Fig. 5 that the target * noise case
shows a higher correlation than the noise only case.Therefore, linear or nonlinear processing of data obtained from
sufficiently spacedtransducer locations leads to reduction in
clutter (i.e., grain noise), while the flaw signal remains relatively unafected.
The decorrelation of grain noise with translation distance depends strongly on various transducer parameters
such as center frequency, bandwidth, diameter, focal length
(for focusedtransducers), distanceto the sample,as well as
material properties like average grain size. Therefore, the
decorrelation distances reported in literature show wide
variation ranging up to l/2 the transducer diameter.rL2r
For the samples examined here, significant decorrelation
was observed beyond 2-mm separation, with correlation coefficient ranging between O4o and 4OVo.
The derivations for SNRE given in the previous section
assumethat thel scansare totally uncorrelated, which is not
the casein practice. The two critical parameters that govern
the performance of spatial processing (and, hence, determine the effectivenumber of independentI scanspresentin
the raw data) are the spatial window dimensions and the
transducerspacing.To maintain the resolution and prevent
flaw echo suppressionin the processedimage, the two parametersmust be selectedcarefully. In general,experimental
measurementswill be made with transducer spacing much
lessthan the value required for completegrain echo decorrelation. and using a relatively small spatial window size' Consequently, the enhancementdoes not depend solely on the
Bilgutayet a/: Spatialprocessinglor coherentnoise
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kedly reducedas a result ofprocessing,especiallywhen nonlinear techniquesare used.
For the ideal case(p : O), the theoretical improvement
in SNR for LA techniquewas shown to be lf r/r, where.ly'is
the number of independent I scans used for processing.
However, due to the practical limitations imposed on the
spatial window size,/y'will be relatively small and generally
much smaller than the number of total I scanswithin the
spatial window. Consequently, the enhancement provided
by LA will generally be insufficient.Thus the use of nonlinear algorithms such as PT becomes crucial when the acquired I scans are significantly correlated such that the
number of independentI scansiy' is relatively small.
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IV. EXPERIMENTALRESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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FIG. 5. Decorrelation curves for different stainless steel samples.

total number of signals obtained within the spatial window,
but on the number of efective (totally correlated) I scans
within it.
It was observed experimentally that, for the stainless
steel samplesused here, the flaw echo amplitude fallstoT5Vo
of its peak value at a distance of approximately 3 mm. When
the flaw echo is present, it is essential that the individual I
scans used for processing have some minimum flaw amplitude for the output to maintain and enhance the flaw echo. If
we consider 75Vo of the peak flaw amplitude as the minimum
necessarylevel for eachA scan, spatial window for data acquisition should be limited to an area of 6 X 6 mm around the
flaw. Furthernore, the spacing between the adjacent referencepoints must be relatively small (i.e., as compared to the
dimension of the spatial region). This will ensure that the
flaw signal is not inadvertently lost or the resolution mar'
733
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The algorithms were experimentally tested using the
data required from the stainlesssteelsamplesdescribedearlier, namely, SST25,SST50,and SST75,with averagegrain
sizes of 75, 86, and 106 pm, respectively.The flat-bottom
hole in the SST25 sample is located at a depth of 60.5 mm
within the sample and has a diameter of 3.2 mm. The flatbottom holes in the SST50 and SST75 samplesare both 4.2
mm in diameter and are located at a depth of 67.I mm.
Figures 6 andT show processedresultscorrespondingto
the SST50sample(input SNR:5.2) and the SST75sample
(input SNR:2.8). The PT algorithm performs extremely
well in improving the signal-to-noiseratio and is especially
successfulfor the SST75 sample where the unprocessed imageshowshighJevel grain echoes,which correspondto lowinput SNR regions. The output SNR improves as the window size becomes larger (i.e., with increasing number of
independentI scanswithin the spatial window) and a clutter-free image of the flaw results from the application of an
I I X I I window for both the SST50and SST75samples.Assuming a decorrelation distance of 1.8 mm for the SST50
sample, where the individual I scans are evenly spaced at
0.305 mm, the estimatednumber of spatially independentI
scans for a I I X 11 spatial window is 8. Similarly, for the
SST75 sample with a decorrelation distanceof 2.4 mm, the
number of I scans that can be assumed independent is 6.
It can be concluded from the experimental results that
provides
PT
a significant improvement over LA as expected
from the theoretical derivations. The LA output is shown
here only for the I I X l1 case, which yields the best results
for linear averaging. However, it is clear that LA provides
some improvement especially for the SST75 sample (seeFig.
7) where the highJevel grain echoesare reduced. However,
unlike PT, LA is unable to remove the remaining background grain noise. Similar results were also obtained for the
SST25 data, which are not displayed here.
The size of the spatial window is an important parameter and was observed to become more critical as the sample
grain size increases.The probability of phase reversals for
the flaw echo increasesas the spacing between I scans becomes larger (i.e., for larger spatial window size). This becomes more significant for larger grained samples,most likely due to increasing grain noise and multiple scattering
noise
for coherent
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FIG. 6. Unprocessed and spatially processed
SST50 stainless data for LA and PT.
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384
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(t)PT(tlxll window)

"zeroing" the flaw at a
effects,thus raising the possibility of
particular reference pixel as the size of the spatial window is
increased. Therefore, a trade-off must be made between
SNR of the resulting image and the risk of losing the flaw
when large spatial windows are used.
The spacing between adjacent I scans is also an important parameter of interest in data collection and was experimentally observed to affect the performance of the PT algorithm. Although the performance of the algorithm is
ultimately limited by the effective number of independent I
scanswithin a fixed spatial region, from statistical considerations, increasingthe number of I scanswithin this region
will improve the probability of detecting a phase reversal'
This factor becomes more crucial as the grain size of the
material increases,which may be due to the increased interference between the flaw echo and grain noise in larger
grained samples.
The unprocessed data of Figs. 6 and7 clearly show the
effectsofbeam spreading on the flaw echo due to the use ofa
nonfocused transducer. As can be seen, the processed I
754

256

scansindicate that the applicationof the PT algorithm reducesthis effectsignificantlY.
The polarity-thresholdingalgorithm was also used in
conjunctionwith LA. It wasobservedthat PTLA provides
only incrementalimprovementover PT and, therefore,the
imagesare not repeatedhere'

v.coNcLusloNs
A nonlinearalgorithm that can be usedwith spatially
decorrelateddata to reducethe grain clutter in two-dimensional imaging has beenpresented.The theoreticalderivationsshowthat it is possibleto achievea significantimprovement in SNR by nonlinearly processinga large number of
independentspatial signals.The experimentalresultsindicate that there is a trade-offbetweenthe SNRE attainable
andthepossibilityof losingtheflawecho(i.e.,theprobabiliThis limits
ty of a miss) asthe spatialwindow sizeincreases.
and
be
obtained,
which
the
data
can
from
area
sample
the
However,
upper
limit
on
SNRE.
an
imposes
consequently
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